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Abstract: This study develops a new integrated approach for improving deficiencies relating to
executives’ intuitive or illogical decisions, mainly found in past intellectual capital management
(ICM) methods. To simultaneously rectify several flaws, the process model of intellectual capital
(IC), a traditional ICM method, is integrated using decision science methods—the analytic network
process (ANP) and quality function deployment (QFD). The process model of IC is adopted as a
core procedure of the proposed ICM approach. ANP is integrated to improve the ability to consider
relationships among the IC critical factors and their impacts, while QFD is included to facilitate
the systematic consideration and identification of correlations, linkages, and impacts between all
IC-related elements from the business concept to strategic plans. The proposed method was applied
to two case studies in one real enterprise in Thailand. The results of the implementation reveal the
priorities of all IC-related aspects, and the first priority of key success factors (KSFs), key performance
indicators (KPIs), and action plans (APs) are all associated with the organization in the structural
capital dimension. The results demonstrate that the method may offer advantages with respect to the
conceptual expectations and may prioritize critical IC factors and identify their weights. Furthermore,
the improved method could indicate the correlations and impacts between related elements, such as
critical factors and associated indicators. This study proposes a new comprehensive and systematic
management framework by integrating different concepts—decision science methods and the ICM
method. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this improved approach has not been explored or
proposed in earlier studies.

Keywords: intellectual capital management; multi-criteria decision making; the process model;
analytic network process; quality function deployment

1. Introduction

Fierce competition in today’s business world has compelled most organizations to
continuously adapt and improve themselves to keep pace with their competitors and
to ensure their sustainable survival in the market. Intellectual capital (IC) is among the
critical factors that may significantly and sustainably benefit organizations [1]. Over the
last two decades, several studies and real-life implications have demonstrated that good
IC management (ICM) can significantly benefit organizations in many aspects. Several
IC studies have been proposed, and these can typically be categorized into four types:
(1) categorization and framework of IC, (2) IC measurement and impact of IC on business
performance, (3) practical use and management of IC, and (4) development of ICM method.
Among these various groups of studies, the measurement of IC performance and its impact
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on business performance was found to have received the most attention [2]. Although
studies of this nature may clarify and emphasize IC’s relationships with and benefits for
organizations, they have primarily drawn attention to IC’s importance. Nevertheless, the
focus on IC’s measurement and impact is no longer sufficient nowadays: ICM has also been
identified as a critical aspect of organizational success. Therefore, to ensure organizations’
prosperity and sustainability, ICM methods and theories must be developed [3].

Regarding the importance and advantages of IC, many ICM methods have been
proposed in recent decades, including the Skandia value scheme and Skandia navigator [4],
balanced scorecard or BSC [5], thinking and non-thinking assets [6], the process model
of IC [6], intangible asset monitor [7], national intellectual capital index [8], a new IC
model [9], and the Value Explorer [10]. Although most of the proposed IC methods were
claimed as management approaches, they still mainly either define types as well as the
amount of intangible assets or evaluate IC performance to monetary units. The limited
methods include BSC, the process model of IC, and the integrated ICM approach, which
provide comprehensive processes for managing IC from the business concept to strategic
planning as well as performance measurement. Although these proposed methods could
offer beneficial frameworks for managing and measuring organizations’ intangible assets,
they still have some fundamental deficiencies that prevent the proper facilitation of ICM,
including (1) the incompetence in identifying relational impacts among IC-related elements,
(2) the inability to prioritize IC-related aspects, and (3) a lack of trade-off consideration
regarding IC-related elements.

As a result of these flaws, the established ICM approach in organizations using tradi-
tional methods still fails to consider several critical managerial aspects, and these weak-
nesses could lead to critical damage to organizational performance [11]. Several studies
in recent decades have proposed improved frameworks aimed at resolving the above-
mentioned issues. Nevertheless, most of the improvements address only one deficiency
of the traditional ICM methods [12–14]. An in-depth literature review reveals few at-
tempts [15–17] to solve more than one of the above-mentioned issues simultaneously.

Although several of the proposed approaches promise new advantages and have
the potential to address the traditional ICM methods’ critical flaws, the processes and
results of the improved approaches still fall short of ICM’s strategic activities or action
plans. Moreover, these developed methods applied the specific IC concept incorrectly,
providing rough dimensions of IC. This rough concentration is inconsistent with the
current competitive situation, which requires a focus on a wide range of IC that could
cover all aspects of IC elements [18,19]. As previously mentioned, despite the availability
of approaches that could solve several of the traditional ICM methods’ flaws, none of
these improved approaches can simultaneously resolve all critical deficiencies of past ICM
methods. Therefore, current methods are still unable to comprehensively and appropriately
identify and construct the ICM approach, and this could directly and negatively affect
organizations’ competitiveness.

Therefore, in light of the aforementioned gap and scope for improvement, this study
aims to propose a new hybrid method to simultaneously address all fundamental deficien-
cies of the traditional ICM approach and its other subsequently improved forms mentioned
above. This research intends to develop a systematic ICM framework that could identify
and link all related managerial components, appropriately extract the comprehensive range
of IC elements, prioritize the practical and logical measures, and consider IC’s trade-off
characteristics altogether. Furthermore, to determine the limitations of this improved
method, the proposed approach is further applied to two real business units, which are
food production and non-organic farming of the Thai Healthy Hub Company (THHC).
This company is a small enterprise in Thailand, a developing country.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the literature relating
to ICM methods and their improvements. Section 3 develops and describes a framework
for the proposed method. Section 4 exemplifies the improved ICM method implemented in
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a case study and its results. Section 5 discusses the method’s strengths and weaknesses.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and suggests possible opportunities for improvement.

2. Literature Reviews

To provide a comprehensive theoretical background as well as the development, ad-
vancement, and gaps of earlier studies, this section is broadly divided into two parts. The
first subsection focuses on the traditional ICM methods and particularly their deficien-
cies, while the second subsection mainly reviews studies relating to the solutions and
improvements of past ICM methods.

2.1. ICM Methods

Regarding IC’s empirical advantages, many scholars have proposed various ICM
methods in recent years, with the Skandia value scheme, BSC, thinking and non-thinking
assets, the process model of IC, the intangible asset monitor, and the national intellectual
capital index among the best known. Nevertheless, most proposed methods still consider
only partial aspects of ICM, particularly the classification, determination, measurement,
and evaluation of IC [3]. For example, the Skandia value scheme [4] classified IC into
two major components—human capital and structural capital—and the major component
of structural capital is further subdivided into two subdimensions. All classifications and
relationships are presented in a hierarchical structure. The intangible asset monitor [7] is a
measurement method that specifically assesses an organization’s intangible performance.
Using this method, IC indicators pertaining to the company’s strategy are identified and
then classified into three major components: external structure, internal structure, and
competence. The national intellectual capital index [8], another well-known ICM method,
is an evaluation method used to assess a nation’s IC. The method classifies national IC
into five categories: financial capital, human capital, process capital, renewal capital, and
market capital. Like the examples presented above, most methods still focus on certain
aspects of the management process. This partial approach cannot identify a clear process
for comprehensively managing IC, and the executives implementing these methods still
mainly rely on their experience and intuition [17]. The dependence on past methods and
experience fails to adequately support organizations and managers to manage IC, and this
negatively affects companies’ competitiveness and sustainability.

A limited number of methods—BSC [5], the process model of IC [6], and the integrated
approach of ICM [3]—provide a comprehensive and systematic framework to manage IC
from business concept/core competency until performance evaluation. Although these
three proposed approaches can cover more managerial processes and aspects of IC than
other methods, they still have some similar basic deficiencies that prevent them from prop-
erly facilitating ICMs, including (1) their inability to systematically and logically identify
relationships and impacts between IC-related elements, such as key performance indicators
(KPIs) and related key success factors (KSFs), between KPIs and coherent strategic action
plans [12,17,20], and associated strategic activities or action plans; (2) their inability to
prioritize IC, KPIs, and action plans [21,22]; and (3) their inability to consider characteristics
of relationships or trade-offs among all considered IC elements [23]. All three ICM methods
have all the above-mentioned issues, although some can partially handle some deficiencies.
The methods’ deficiencies are summarized in Table 1 and explained in detail below.

Of the three well-constructed IC methods mentioned above, BSC is the least defective
since it can partially address some of the above critical deficiencies. BSC is a well-known
IC and strategic management method that provides a systematic process to transform a
company’s ultimate goal into coherent practical actions for managing IC, and this can
create linkages between IC-related factors at many levels, such as between objectives and
KPIs, between KPIs and action plans, etc. Nevertheless, as Table 1 illustrates, the method
cannot completely address the ICM method’s first fundamental issue, as it is unable to
consider impacts between related aspects of IC [24]. Similar to the third deficiency, BSC
can partially handle this issue by indicating a trade-off among IC elements because it can
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consider only the relationships among strategic objectives. Nevertheless, similar to other
well-constructed IC methods, BSC has no procedure that allows it to prioritize IC and its
related elements [25].

Table 1. Deficiencies of ICM methods.

Well-Constructed ICM Methods
Basis Deficiencies of Methods
(Mentioned Paragraph Above)

1st Issue 2nd Issue 3rd Issue

BSC
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—complete problem.

The process model of IC is another ICM method that provides a systematic framework
for managing intangible assets from the business concept to IC performance measurement
and classification. The process model of IC is specifically constructed for ICM purposes,
unlike BSC, which was essentially created for strategic management. However, the process
model resembles BSC in many aspects, particularly with respect to its methodological
deficiencies. The process model of IC may provide a logical and systematic process for
ICM, but it cannot evaluate the magnitudes of considered IC elements [6,17]—KSFs and
KPIs. Moreover, as Table 1 demonstrates, this method cannot prioritize or identify IC-
related elements.

The newest ICM method is the integrated approach, which provides a comprehensive
framework by converting a strategy of the organization to IC and resources investment
and their related performance evaluations. Nevertheless, this method mainly provides
a general management framework that cannot adequately identify details of the ICM
process. Moreover, since its recent presentation, no research has implemented this method
to manage IC in organizations, so evidence of its advantages over other ICM methods is
lacking. Furthermore, based on the proposed methodology providing only rough ICM
steps, this method could not address all critical deficiencies of the ICM method as depicted
in Table 1, and thus it is insufficient to support management in identifying relationships,
impacts, and priorities of IC elements.

As noted above with respect to the first and second deficiencies of IC methods, all well-
constructed methods are still unable to properly enable executives to logically prioritize
ICM elements (e.g., KSFs, KPIs, strategic objectives, managerial plans) and to systematically
consider the impacts of relationships between considered IC aspects and their associated
parts. Therefore, a lack of awareness regarding these aspects could negatively affect
the executives’ decisions, particularly when organizations have excessive requirements
and the available resources are limited. Moreover, in the absence of a clear and specific
methodological process, these deficiencies cause executives to make intuitive and formless
decisions, and the obtained priorities would be illogical and irreplicable, particularly
decisions made by inexperienced decision makers.

The lack of capability to identify and consider relationships as well as trade-offs
among IC is the last critical deficiency found in all ICM methods except BSC because
BSC could partially handle this issue. The relationships and trade-offs among intangible
assets and among their related aspects are fundamental characteristics of IC. Therefore,
the methods’ inability to consider these characteristics may not support executives in
managing IC accurately [11,17]. Regarding this weakness, the highly important IC elements
that positively influence other capitals may not be consolidated and managed. Therefore,
budgets and resources would be mainly allocated for managing less important IC, and this
may not directly affect organizations’ business goals [25].

As noted above, although some well-constructed ICM methods exist, they still have
several limitations, which could lead to inappropriate decisions and management. Im-
proper IC management can cause damage to both the employee and the organization, both
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of which are intangible assets, and, finally, it critically affects the organization’s competitive
advantages and sustainability. Despite limited attempts to address the issues mentioned
above, no approaches that could improve all these deficiencies simultaneously have yet
been proposed.

2.2. Improving ICM Methods

To address the critical weaknesses of the ICM methods presented above, several
researchers have proposed improved approaches that may be classified into two major
categories. The first main group aims to solve only one specific deficiency of ICM methods.
The studies in this category can be further subdivided into two subgroups. The first
subgroup aims to solve the first weakness of ICM methods, whereas the second subcategory
concentrates specifically on improving the second issue of ICM methods.

For the first subcategory, most studies [12,26] have tried to solve the issue of the
inability to identify the relationships and impacts between IC-related elements by inte-
grating quality function deployment or QFD [27] with one specific ICM method—BSC.
Originally, QFD was an engineering tool that created linkages as well as impacts between
product-related aspects in various stages. QFD is widely used in several domains since
this systematic method offers various advantages to organizations, most notably the en-
hancement of competitive advantages [28]. Moreover, the integration of QFD and BSC
could also support firms in understanding how they can systematically manage business
goals [15]. This integration of QFD with BSC could improve the systematic linkage be-
tween strategic goals and managerial processes by considering their relational impacts
concurrently. Therefore, the proposed methods may provide a strong logical relationship
between top managerial objectives and coherent operational elements. While this hybrid
approach could improve a specific deficiency of ICM methods, it still focuses on rough
IC dimensions following the BSC concept. Moreover, this proposed method still fails to
address other remaining basic deficiencies. Therefore, the existing inability to examine the
priorities and trade-offs or relationships among IC-related aspects still leads to manage-
rial difficulty, particularly in identifying and screening critical IC elements [29] when top
managers confront multiple complex IC elements, such as KPIs, KSFs, and so on. This flaw
could ultimately result in critical losses to organizational performance [11].

The studies classified in the second subgroup aim specifically to resolve the method’s
second weakness, which is the issue of prioritization. There are various studies in this
group proposing the integration of multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods with
IC methods since it has been identified as the solution for a similar problem in other
fields. From various studies, the most commonly applied MCDM method for improving
IC methods is the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). The AHP method and its adapted
form were broadly used to identify weights and to rank IC-related elements at the same
time [13,14,22,29,30]. Nevertheless, most of the proposed and improved approaches were
developed in accordance with the rough IC dimension classifications following the tradi-
tional IC and BSC concepts. This rough classification causes executives to only superficially
examine or neglect some aspects and elements of IC, which could also bring competitive
advantages to organizations. Therefore, to improve this issue, one study applied the con-
cepts of thinking and non-thinking IC with AHP. The integration of these methods can
better assist management in comprehensively considering more crucial elements as well
as details of IC and, moreover, prioritizing these intangible assets [22]. Although all im-
proved approaches in this subcategory could address one of the fundamental weaknesses
of the ICM methods, like the first subgroup, these methods continue to overlook other
basic deficiencies.

Failure to address many of the ICM method’s deficiencies could exert several substan-
tially negative impacts on organizations, as mentioned in the previous section. Therefore,
to promote better ICM than the methods in the first major category, the second group of
studies aims to simultaneously address multiple basic weaknesses. The studies in this
category are limited, but they may still be categorized into two subgroups. The first sub-
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group addresses the second and third issues of ICM methods altogether. To prioritize IC
aspects and account for their relationships, some scholars applied the analytic network
process or ANP [31], which is an improved form of AHP and considers interdependence
among several focused elements. Regarding this crucial ability, the ANP was integrated
with the ICM approaches to address the deficiencies of formerly proposed methods in the
first main group of research. Numerous recent attempts have sought to improve the ICM
approach with the ANP, and almost all studies have integrated ANP with the BSC [14,32,33].
Nevertheless, owing to the rough IC dimensions of BSC, this integrated method is still
ineffective in assisting the comprehensive consideration of multidimensional elements and
details of IC. One recent study [17] proposed the integration of thinking and non-thinking
IC concepts [6] with ANP, and this approach could appropriately and comprehensively
consider more IC dimensions than the BSC-ANP approach. Although the studies in this
subcategory could improve another specific issue relating to prioritization in ICM, these
proposed methods still fail to consider the systematic process used to extract IC-related
elements and their relational impacts (the first weakness of ICM methods). Moreover,
these improved forms still only concentrate on the rough IC dimensions, leading to limited
management capability.

In light of this limitation, another subcategory of studies has aimed to improve another
set of two deficiencies—the first and second issues. The more complicated integrations
of MCDM methods, the QFD technique, and a specific ICM method (BSC) were recently
suggested in a few studies. In recent years, Murali and Pugazhendhi [34] proposed an
integrated model combining BSC, QFD, and AHP, and at nearly the same time, Hsu and
his colleagues [35] suggested a hybrid method combining BSC, QFD, and techniques for
order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS). These integrated models
could simultaneously address the first and second weaknesses of ICM methods. These
improved approaches could reveal further details about relational impacts among IC-
related aspects and are also able to prioritize critical IC-related elements. However, the
proposed methods adopt the BSC method, which is still limited by its consideration of
three rough major elements of IC, and moreover, these approaches continue to neglect the
trade-off characteristic of ICM. Therefore, this category of proposed methods continues
to provide only rough perspectives on ICM, limiting the comprehensive consideration
and management of executives. Moreover, the failure to consider trade-offs leads to the
omission of significant influenceable IC-related aspects.

Although the improved approaches in two subgroups of the major second category are
able to solve more than one deficiency of the ICM method, they are still unable to resolve
all critical constraints of ICM methods simultaneously. Nevertheless, the intensive review
reveals that studies [15,16] that can address all deficiencies of ICM methods are limited.
These studies integrate QFD, BSC, and ANP in combination. The integration of ANP is
better than AHP and several MCDM methods at improving QFD since it considers elements
of a problem as a dependency network, which is mostly related to real-life problems. More-
over, the integration of QFD and ANP is better able to handle multidimensional, complex,
and interdependency aspects and criteria, which are fundamental characteristics of ICM.
The combination of these two methods may also be beneficially applied under various
research settings [36], including the ICM [15,16]. Regarding distinctive advantages of QFD
and ANP, this integrated approach should be able to address all deficiencies or should
provide a systematic framework for managing IC by simultaneously identifying relational
impacts of IC-related elements, prioritizing IC-considered aspects, and considering ICM’s
trade-off characteristics. However, these studies still have several drawbacks that warrant
further improvement. These studies applied BSC as a core concept, and so the fundamental
weakness of BSC that roughly considers IC elements remains. Moreover, these proposed
methods provide a limited scope of framework for managing IC aspects. Although the
studies could prioritize and quantify relational impacts of IC aspects, which are strategic
objectives, they remain unable to provide a comprehensive framework that can address
ICM methods’ basic deficiencies from strategic concepts to tactical or operational actions.
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Moreover, one of the studies [16] only proposed a conceptual, methodological framework
without a case study. Hitherto, the realization of complex integration, which combines
more than three methods, has been exceptional, and further investigations are required.

As mentioned above, several studies have sought to improve ICM methods’ defi-
ciencies, but most only partially addressed the methods’ weaknesses. Until now, no
integrated method capable of completely solving all the basic weaknesses of the traditional
ICM method simultaneously has been proposed. Although few studies have proposed
improved approaches that could simultaneously address most basic deficiencies of IC
traditional methods as well as their improved forms, some critical disadvantages of these
methods—the limited scope of management framework and the rough consideration
of IC elements—remain. Therefore, regarding the importance of the above-mentioned
issues and the existing improvement opportunities, this study proposes an improved
method by optimizing the integration of several appropriate methods to simultaneously
address the three basic weaknesses of traditional ICM methods and issues emerging from
other improved ICM approaches. The proposed integration approach is explained in the
methodology section.

3. Research Methodology

The intensive literature review presented in the previous section highlights several
potential methods that can be further improved and extended to resolve all existing issues.
As observed above, the integration of BSC, QFD, and ANP represents the most appropriate
approach; however, it cannot solve all fundamental deficiencies of ICM methods simultane-
ously. In addition to the remaining deficiencies, the method also has its own weaknesses.
Therefore, to improve all existing issues, this study proposes the novel integration of the
process model of IC, thinking and non-thinking assets, QFD, and ANP. To improve on
BSC’s weakness to be able to systematically and logically manage IC, the process model
of IC [6] is applied as a core method for ICM from the business concept to performance
measurement. The method is applied for identifying ICM aspects, including a business
concept, KSFs, and associated KPIs. In addition to this core method, the thinking and
non-thinking assets concept [6] is adopted to support the identification and categorization
of IC since this method can provide more IC details and dimensions than the rough concept
of BSC or other IC concepts. The thinking and non-thinking IC concept comprehensively
considers two major components of IC—human capital and structural capital—and each
component consists of three IC dimensions. Competence, attitude, and intellectual agility
are subdimensions of human capital, while relationships, organization, and renewal and
development are subdimensions of structural capital [6]. These particular dimensions of IC
have also been mentioned and proposed by several widely cited articles [37,38]. Therefore,
by integrating this comprehensive IC concept into the proposed method, it may support the
extensive consideration of IC from the three broad IC perspectives (e.g., BSC, traditional IC
concepts) to six comprehensive dimensions.

To improve the first basic weakness of the method, QFD [27] is integrated into the
process model of IC. It is applied to identify linkages and impacts between both KSFs and
KPIs as well as between KPIs and action plans. This extended scope of QFD integration,
until the strategic actions are obtained, is proposed to improve the limitations of the scope of
past works. Finally, to address the second and third deficiencies of ICM methods, ANP [31]
is integrated into the QFD to identify and consider trade-offs among IC-related aspects
and to prioritize their importance. The overall framework can be concluded as shown in
Figure 1.

As Figure 1 illustrates, the proposed method can be divided into four major steps, and
the details of each stage are described as follows:
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Figure 1. A research framework.
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Stage 1: Establishing business concepts and KSFs of organization

The first step aims to identify a business concept, the key components of corporate
strategy, and factors critically affecting the organization’s long-term goals. Following the
original process of the process model of IC, an executive of the organization is interviewed
using an open-ended questionnaire (1st-round inquiry) to establish or identify the orga-
nization’s vision, mission, strategy, and KSFs. Regarding the applied ICM concept, KSFs
represent the critical IC factors that significantly influence the achievement of corporate
strategy and the ultimate goals of organizations. Thus, the results from the traditional
process still cannot provide the necessary data regarding the significance or priority of
KSFs as well as the influences between KSFs and the relational impacts between KSFs and
other coherent parts. Therefore, to improve this issue, QFD and ANP are integrated with
the core IC concept in the next step.

Stage 2: Identifying the relationships and impacts of KSFs and KPIs

The second major step focuses on the identification of KPIs and the associations
between KPIs and KSFs, as well as their relational impacts. To identify both the relationships
and impacts of all IC-related elements, QFD and ANP are integrated into the process model
of IC. QFD is another main method that is integrated to support the identification of
relationships between KSFs and KPIs, as well as their relational impacts. In the proposed
model, ANP is also integrated into QFD to identify priorities and KSFs’ importance ratings
or weights. Therefore, following the ANP procedure, the structured questionnaire (2nd-
round inquiry) is sent to the participating expert to indicate the relationships among related
KSFs. According to the ANP network model, the relationship between two KSFs may
be identified as one of three types: (1) no relationship between the two; (2) a one-way
relationship indicating that only one KSF affects the other; and (3) a two-way relationship
indicating that the two KSFs influence one another. In this inquiry, the expert must consider
the relationships between one KSF and the others on a one-by-one basis. Subsequently, the
identified associations among the KSFs are used to design a new questionnaire (3rd-round
inquiry) for further use. The 3rd-round inquiry asks the expert to compare all related KSFs
in a pairwise manner following the 1–9 ANP scale [31].

Therefore, the results of the comparisons are applied to construct a supermatrix, which
may be shown as a matrix (1) and then applied to calculate the KSFs’ weights and priorities
in accordance with the ANP concept. In this step, the consistency ratio (CR) of the obtained
results is calculated using Equation (2).
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where CI is the consistency index, which can be calculated using Equation (3).

CI =
λmax − n

n − 1
(3)

where, λmax is the maximum eigenvalue and n is the number of attributes.
From Equation (2), RI is the random consistency index, which is applied to measure

the degree of inconsistency of the matrix (1). Its value depends directly on the number of
attributes denoted by n, and using Saaty’s test, RI can be obtained from Saaty’s book [31].

For the CR calculation following Equation (2), the obtained CR result must conform
to an acceptable level (lower than 10%); otherwise, the inquiries must be repeated until
the results meet the specified level (if any). However, the ANP procedures presented
above are only brief details of the major steps. Further explanations and details of both
ANP [31,39] and QFD [27], applied in the next process, can be found in the authors’
previous publications.

After obtaining KSFs, the levels of relational importance among KPIs as well as between
KPIs and KSFs are identified through the questionnaire (4th-round inquiry) and subsequently
calculated following the QFD concept. The first house of QFD is constructed following the
QFD concept as presented in Figure 2, and the main procedure is presented below.

Figure 2. Structure and components of the house following the QFD concept.

(1) The previously obtained KSFs are part of “WHATs”, in accordance with the first house
of the QFD concept. The KSFs’ weights are calculated based on the ANP method, as
presented above.

(2) The “HOWs” of the house is used to identify KPIs relating to the KSFs. In this step,
the levels of correlation between associated KPIs must be identified at the roof of the
house (correlation matrix), and the correlation levels may be rated as strongly positive
(++), positive (+), neutral (blank), negative (−), and strongly negative (−−).

(3) Relationships between KSFs and KPIs are developed at the body of the house (rela-
tionship matrix). The level of relationships based on the predefined rating scales—1
(weak), 3 (medium or moderate), 9 (strong)—is assigned to each segment of the matrix.
The segment without any relationship will be left blank.
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(4) At the bottom of the house, the KPIs’ importance weights are calculated using Equation (4)

IWj= ∑m
i=1 wirij (4)

where IWj is an importance weight of KPI j; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , l; wi is the weight of KSF i;
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m; rij is the value representing the level of relationship between KSF i
and KPI j.

(5) The obtained weights are further normalized to rescale values on a scale ranging from
0 to 1 by Equation (5)

ĨW j=
IWj

∑l
j=1 IWj

(5)

where ĨW j is the normalized important weight of KPI j; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , l.

The results from this step are used to complete the first house of QFD. This house aims
to present the importance weights of both KSFs and KPIs as well as linkages and relational
impacts between them.

Stage 3: Indicating relationships and impacts of KPIs and action plans

In this phase, QFD is again applied but this time aims to identify IC-related activities or
action plans significantly related to the strategic requirements in the previous step. Similar
to the application in the previous step, the relationships between action plans and KPIs, as
well as their important levels of the association, are identified through the questionnaire
(5th-round inquiry). To construct the second house of QFD, KPIs are identified for the
“WHATs” component, and action plans are specified for the “HOWs” component. The
QFD development is similar to the procedure presented in Stage 2 above. The results from
this step are used to create the second house of the QFD concept. Finally, regarding this
house model, the priorities and importance weights of identified action plans that respond
to the business concept and critical factors of the organization and cover a comprehensive
range of IC will be obtained.

Stage 4: Concluding priorities of all IC-related aspects

All obtained results from the former steps are prioritized and concluded to demon-
strate the ranks and importance of all IC-related aspects. These results can be further used
to manage IC at tactical and operational levels in the future.

To examine the present study’s proposed approach, the method was implemented
by two business units of the Thai Healthy Hub Company (THHC), which is a company
in Thailand, a developing country. THHC is a local Thai company that operates several
businesses, including food production, restaurants, and organic and non-organic farming.
One of these cases, a food factory, is used to exemplify the details of the implementation
processes while, to better reflect the proposed method’s strengths and weaknesses, feedback
on the applications is obtained from both case studies.

4. Results

The results and details of the application in the food factory case using the proposed
method’s procedures are presented below.

Stage 1: Establishing business concepts and KSFs of organization

In this step, the managing director (MD) of THHC’s food business was interviewed
using the constructed questionnaire. This first-round inquiry aims to identify and collect
the unit’s business and policy concepts. All business-related concepts and KSFs of THHC’s
food business are presented in Table 2.

Stage 2: Identifying relationships and impacts of KSFs and KPIs

Following the proposed method’s procedure, ANP was first applied to prioritize
KSFs obtained from the previous step. Initially, KSFs were identified by the MD for their
relationships among themselves via the questionnaire for the second-round inquiry. To
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visualize relationships among all KSFs, they were first categorized into IC dimensions
based on the concept of thinking and non-thinking assets. The identified relationships
are then presented in network form following the ANP concept, as shown in Figure 3.
A line ending with an arrowhead demonstrates that the starting KSF affects the ending
KSF, whereas a two-way arrowhead indicates that both KSFs influence one another. For
instance, the line with a two-way arrowhead connecting KSF3 and KSF9 indicates that
KSF3 and KSF9 influence one another, while the line beginning from KSF8 and ending with
an arrowhead at KSF4 indicates that KSF8 influences KSF4.

Table 2. Business-related concepts and KSFs of the case study.

Business Concepts Details (IC Categories) Acronyms

Vision To be a leader of Thai sauce and seasoning products V1

Missions
(1) Offer finest quality products at an affordable price M1
(2) Provide unique products to customers M2
(3) Ensure on-time delivery to every order M3

Strategies

(1) Improve production efficiency and quality assurance system S1
(2) Develop new products at competitive prices S2
(3) Improve internal and external delivery processes S3

KSFs

(1) Product diversity (organization) KSF1
(2) Cleanliness (organization) KSF2
(3) On-time delivery (organization) KSF3
(4) Employee competence (competence) KSF4
(5) Equipment efficiency (organization) KSF5
(6) High-quality product (organization) KSF6
(7) New product or innovation (renewal and development) KSF7
(8) Employee satisfaction (attitude) KSF8
(9) Supplier relationships (relationships) KSF9

Figure 3. A network model of food factory case.
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The relationships between IC dimensions can be referred to from the KSF level: for
example, the relationship between KSF8 and KSF4 implies that attitude capital influences
competence capital.

These relationships were used to create the third questionnaire, designed to ask the MD
to indicate the impacts of influences among related KSFs. In this study, the MD answered
all provided questions, and the obtained results were inputted into the Super Decision
software (version 2.10). This MCDM program calculated all required results following the
ANP concept, including the unweighted supermatrix, weighted supermatrix, and limit
supermatrix. Owing to this journal’s word limits, only the final consistency results obtained
from the limit supermatrix—KSFs’ weights and priorities—are presented in Table 3. These
results can be further used to calculate the weights of both IC dimensions and components,
as Table 4 illustrates. Therefore, the results obtained from ANP, as shown in Tables 3 and 4,
demonstrate the ranks and importance weights of IC-related aspects: the IC dimensions
and KSFs of ICM. The recognition of priorities and weights in the next steps may support
the executive in focusing on high-impact KSFs and other subsequences, such as KPIs and
associated action plans.

In the fourth-round inquiry, the MD was asked to identify KPIs and the relational
impacts or correlations among related KPIs and between KPIs and their corresponding
KSFs. The identified KPIs of the focused business unit are presented in Table 5, and all
results from this minor step can be concluded and depicted in a roof form, as shown in
Figure 4.

Table 3. Priorities and weights of KSFs.

Ranks KSFs (Abbreviations) Weights

1 KSF2 0.434875
2 KSF6 0.202788
3 KSF8 0.080446
4 KSF7 0.072624
5 KSF3 0.068663
6 KSF4 0.044556
7 KSF9 0.044556
8 KSF1 0.040223
9 KSF5 0.011270

Table 4. Priorities and weights of IC dimensions.

IC Dimensions (IC Major Components) Weights Ranks

Organization (structural capital) 0.757819 1
Attitude (human capital) 0.080446 2
Renewal and development (structural capital) 0.072624 3
Competence (human capital) 0.044556 4
Relationships (structural capital) 0.044556 4

As Figure 4 illustrates, the roof of the first house presents the correlations between
the associated KPIs of IC. The plus sign (+) represents the positive relationships between
two related KPIs, while the minus sign (−) indicates the trade-off characteristic between
connected KPIs. For instance, the minus sign in the grey-colored segment represents
the trade-off between KPI-03 and KPI-05. Generally, when the machine downtime rate
increases, it negatively affects or reduces the on-time delivery rate because the machine
breakdown causes a longer operation time that, in turn, affects the delivery capability. The
plus sign in the grey-colored segment represents the mutual support between KPI-08 and
KPI-01. In this example, a high number of new products (KPI-08) can increase the number
of products in the company’s product portfolio (KPI-01).

These identified correlations were used as supporting information for considering the
significance of relationships between KPIs and KSFs. The level of association between KPIs
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and KSFs was identified by the executive in the same questionnaire, and the results are
presented in Figure 5.

Table 5. KPIs of the case study.

KSFs KPIs Abbreviations

KSF1 No. of products in product portfolio KPI-01
KSF2 No. of complaint cases about bad cleanliness KPI-02
KSF3 On-time delivery rate KPI-03
KSF4 Average training cost per employee KPI-04
KSF5 Machine downtime rate KPI-05

KSF6
No. of product claim cases KPI-06
Percentage of first-time QC pass KPI-07

KSF7 No. of new products KPI-08
KSF8 Employee satisfaction rate KPI-09
KSF9 Supplier satisfaction rate KPI-10

Figure 4. Correlations between KPIs of focused case.

Figure 5. Relationships and impacts between KSFs and KPIs.
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In this process, the levels of relationship between KSFs and KPIs were classified into
three levels: strong (#), moderate (�), and weak (∆). These visualized relationships and
their magnitudes mainly support the executive in managing two critical managerial tasks:
first, to ensure that all KSFs had corresponding KPIs; and second, to identify the critical
KPIs that corresponded significantly to KSFs. The identification of the KSFs’ importance
in the previous step and the perceived relational impacts between KPIs and KSFs would
support the identification of strategic plans and allocation of resources to significant KSFs
and highly related KPIs in the next step.

The identified magnitude of relationships between KSFs and KPIs was further used to
calculate the significance of KPIs following the QFD procedure. Therefore, the weights of
KPIs were computed by multiplying the relational impacts of KSFs and KPIs with the KSFs’
weights. Partial examples of the calculations of KPI weights are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Partial results and calculation details of KPI weights.

KPIs Associated KSFs (Weights) Level of Relationships (Weights) Weights of KPIs

KPI-01
KSF1 (0.040223) # (9) 0.040223 × 9 = 0.362007

0.579879KSF7 (0.072624) � (3) 0.072624 × 3 = 0.217872

KPI-04 KSF4 (0.044556) # (9) 0.044556 × 9 = 0.401004 0.401004

KPI-07
KSF2 (0.434875) ∆ (1) 0.434875 × 1 = 0.434875

1.249228KSF3 (0.068663) � (3) 0.068663 × 3 = 0.205989
KSF6 (0.202788) � (3) 0.202788 × 3 = 0.608364

For example, to calculate the weight of KPI-04, the weight of KSF (KSF4; 0.044556)
associated with KPI-04 is multiplied by the weight of relationships between KSF4 and
KPI-04, which is 9. Finally, the calculated weight of KPI-04 is 0.401004. If a KPI has more
than one associated KSF, each multiplication between the weight of KSF and the weight of
the corresponding pair’s relationship must be calculated first. Subsequently, to calculate
the final weight, all computed weights are combined to give the final weight of KPI. For
instance, the weight of KPI-01 (0.579879) was calculated by summing two weights (0.362007
and 0.217872) derived from the multiplication between the weight of KSF1 (0.040223) and
the weight of the relationship between KPI-01 and KSF1 (9); and the multiplication between
the weight of KSF7 (0.072624) and weight of relation between KPI01 and KSF7 (3).

Figure 5 and Table 5 illustrate the various relationships between KSFs and KPIs.
These relationships highlight KPIs corresponding to KSFs, which could directly (strong
relation) and indirectly (moderate or weak relationship) measure KSFs’ performance. As
presented in Figure 5, the greater the weight of KSF, the higher the numbers of KPIs
assigned. This result highlights the importance of monitoring and measuring highly
important KSFs. For example, the highly weighted KSFs, such as KSF2 and KSF6, had three
KPIs, including strongly, moderately, and weakly related KPIs. To closely and continuously
measure the performance of managerial activities, the adoption of several KPIs of critical
success factors is a commonly used management strategy that has been widely identified in
many studies [40,41]. This is to ensure that KSFs, which critically influence organizations’
achievement, will be instantly responded to and managed, especially when both direct and
indirect organizational targets are missed.

The KPI weights obtained from the calculations were further rescaled to values ranging
from 0 to 1, and finally, all results from this step were used to assemble the first house of
QFD (QFD-I), as illustrated in Figure 6.

Stage 3: Indicating relationships and impacts of KPIs and action plans

Similar to the previous phase, the second house (QFD-II) was constructed again
following the QFD concept. This house aims to further transform the first house’s strategic
concepts (KSFs and KPIs) into strategic actions. The KPIs and their weights obtained from
the previous phase formed a major part of the second house. The strategic action plans
(shown in Table 7), their intra-relationships (among action plans), and inter-relationships
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(between KPIs) were indicated by the MD via the 5th-round questionnaire. Similar to the
first QFD, the correlations between action plans (APs) and the relationships and relational
impacts between KPIs and action plans were identified at the house’s roof and the body,
respectively. These identifications were considered and used to calculate the APs’ weights
of importance as well as their priorities. All results from this step are presented in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Results of the first house of QFD (QFD-I).

Table 7. Action plans of the focused company.

Action Plan (AP) Code Descriptions Related KPIs

AP-01 Develop new seasoning sauces KPI-01, KPI-08
AP-02 Improve a sterilization process KPI-02, KPI-06
AP-03 Improve a cleaning system KPI-02, KPI-06
AP-04 Develop just-in-time production system KPI-03, KPI-10
AP-05 Deal with more logistics companies KPI-03
AP-06 Improve production competence of staffs KPI-04
AP-07 Develop a preventive maintenance system KPI-05
AP-08 Purchase new equipment for quality control KPI-06, KPI-07
AP-09 Add more quality checking processes KPI-06, KPI-07
AP-10 Develop a customer claim system KPI-06, KPI-07
AP-11 Improve an employee welfare system KPI-09
AP-12 Enhance relationships with good suppliers KPI-10

The results presented in Figure 7 demonstrate that this case’s first priority action plans
are AP-02 and AP-03, and all APs’ ranks are depicted at the lowest level of the house.
These identified priorities and importance weights may be used in the future to allocate the
organization’s strategic budgets.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, to better perceive the proposed method’s
strengths and weaknesses, it was also applied to another business unit of the THHC: the
organic and non-organic farms. However, owing to word limitations and the detailed
example clearly presented in the first case above, the details of the second implementation
are excluded from this paper. Only the quality of the proposed method as perceived from
the implementation will be considered and discussed in the next section.
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Figure 7. Results of the second house of QFD (QFD-II).

5. Discussions

Nowadays, ICM is widely acknowledged as strategically important for organizations.
Several ICM methods have been proposed in recent decades, but most still mainly classify
IC elements into different categories and concepts. Only a limited number of ICM methods
can provide a comprehensive management approach from business concept to performance
measurement and strategic planning, and even these methods have some basic deficiencies,
including the lack of a relationship identification process to some IC-related parts, inability
to prioritize significant IC-related elements, and incapacity to demonstrate trade-off and
impact between IC elements. These flaws prevented past methods from properly managing
IC. To address these issues, this study has proposed an improved approach integrating
three methods: ANP, QFD, and thinking and non-thinking IC.

The three methods are integrated to construct a comprehensive ICM framework that
enables organizations to systematically identify, prioritize, and select KSFs and KPIs as
well as strategic and IC-related APs and to simultaneously address critical issues found
in past ICM methods. As per the case study results presented in the previous section, the
importance of IC-related aspects differs across all considered levels—KSF, KPI, and AP.
Furthermore, when the weights and priorities of KSF, KPI, and AP were considered with
respect to the IC categories, as Table 8 illustrates, it became clear that although the weights
of the IC dimensions differ across the considered levels, most of their rankings are similar;
in particular, the priorities of the KSF and KPI levels are identical. As Table 8 demonstrates,
all levels adopt a similar focus on the organization dimension and structural capital. On
each level, they significantly hold the highest weight of importance and the greatest overall
proportion of IC weights. The organization dimension weights are 0.757819, 0.8269097, and
0.7509388 for the KSF, KPI, and AP levels, respectively.

The results presented above indicate that the most significant IC of this focused busi-
ness unit is the structural capital and that it originates significantly from the organization
capital. This finding corroborates several outcomes of previous related studies that high-
lighted the significant and positive effect of structural capital on corporate performance
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in the manufacturing industry [42,43]. Nevertheless, other findings are inconsistent with
those of earlier studies. For instance, several studies have documented that IC capitals
such as human capital [44,45] and relational capital [45,46] significantly affected firms’
performance in the manufacturing industry to a greater extent than structural capital. How-
ever, these inconsistent findings suggest that the compared studies had some conflicting or
different aspects, such as rough classification of IC components and dimensions, neglect of
relationships between IC elements, and differences in the IC levels considered.

Table 8. Weights of IC dimensions in different levels.

IC Major Components IC Dimensions
Weights of IC Dimensions (Priorities)

KSF Level KPI Level AP Level

Human capital Competence 0.044556 (4th) 0.0318447 (4th) 0.0163857 (5th)
Attitude 0.080446 (2nd) 0.0574957 (2nd) 0.0295844 (4th)

Structural capital

Organization 0.757819 (1st) 0.8269097 (1st) 0.7509388 (1st)
Relationship 0.044556 (5th) 0.0318447 (5th) 0.1526884 (2nd)
Renewal and
development

0.072624 (3rd) 0.0519052 (3rd) 0.0504027 (3rd)

As mentioned previously, the case study of the food factory presented and discussed
above mainly aims to exemplify the details and results of implementation. To better perceive
strengths and weaknesses, the proposed method was also applied to another business unit
of THHC—an organic and non-organic farm. Owing to space limitations and the detailed
example clearly presented in the first case above, the details of the second implementation
are excluded from this paper. Only the quality of the proposed method perceived from the
implementation will be considered and discussed. Regarding two cases of implementation,
the proposed method shows its dynamic capability. This method can be applied to support
executives in managing varied KSFs, KPIs, and strategic plans in different businesses’ or
situations’ strategic and ICM requirements. Although this capability is general and similar
to other ICM methods, other different capabilities of the proposed method could contribute
to the ICM field. These improvements can be concluded in two major points.

First, in accordance with the integration of ANP, part of the proposed method follows
a systematic ANP procedure. Therefore, this adoption could support executives in system-
atically and logically identifying the priorities and importance weights of IC-related aspects
or KSFs by continuing to consider their relationships. The results of the importance weights
were also checked for robustness in accordance with the ANP procedure. This can support
the reliability of the results obtained from the executive decisions. As Table 3 illustrates,
the adoption of the ANP method can provide the weights of importance and priorities of
IC aspects. Not only can the concentration of specific KSFs be realized, but the weights
of IC groups can also be calculated and are presented in Table 4. These obtained results
can support executives’ awareness of the significance of both specific IC sub-elements and
major IC components. They also support the management in better understanding and
focusing on the identification of KPIs as well as the resources that are significant to the
business concept and strategy of the organization. This capability is similarly identified by
earlier work in both IC and other managerial fields. However, as mentioned above, existing
improved approaches continue to rely primarily on the BSC concept [14,32,33]. Moreover,
when compared to other IC-related methods, although BSC can consider relationships
among IC-related aspects, which are strategic objectives, it is still unable to identify and
prioritize the impacts of IC aspects, while both the process model of IC and the integrated
approach of ICM could only support executives to indicate the list of IC aspects without
the consideration of relationship and priority. Therefore, the integration of ANP with the
proposed method can overcome the flaw found in existing ICM methods.

Second, the combination of the QFD concept with the proposed framework improves
the mismatches between strategic focuses and KPIs and between KPIs and strategic APs,
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which are generally created from the unsystematic or unclear identification process. The
two-stage analysis of QFD (QFD-I and QFD-II) provides a systematic procedure for align-
ing relationships and assessing the impacts of associated IC-related aspects in various
dimensions—both intra-relationships (among KPIs and among APs) and inter-relationships
(between KSFs and KPIs as well as between KPIs and APs). This can support executives’
logical and systematic thought processes. Therefore, the integration of QFD can improve
existing ICM approaches’ unclear processes, which mainly rely on executives’ intuition.
This improved method provides a robust approach that can be used with any case for
ICM. Moreover, regarding QFD’s basic ability, the method can calculate final outputs as
decimal numbers, which may be further applied to aggregate overall values or total values
of specific groups as a means of assessing their impacts. Overall, the integration of QFD
may similarly provide the advantages identified in earlier related studies [15]. Neverthe-
less, as mentioned above, the proposed method offers improved consideration of more
comprehensive ranges of IC dimensions than earlier approaches, which focused on rough
dimensions of IC with respect to the BSC concept [15].

Based on the contributions identified above, this study mainly offers practical benefits.
It improves the ICM approach, making it more extensive and reliable in comparison to
traditional ICM methods and their improved forms. The proposed method provides a
systematic and detailed procedure that could reduce top management’s dependence on
experience and intuition. For example, based on the case studies, the MD could improve the
IC of the organization by following the ANP and QFD methods; the levels of relationships
and the priorities of IC-related aspects were identified following the predefined criteria
and calculated according to the methods’ equations, respectively. These explicit protocols
and guidelines of methods could reduce the decisions that generally rely on the experience
and intuition of top management. Therefore, regarding the advantages of the proposed
approach, practitioners and scholars may identify and select high-priority IC aspects, such
as KSFs, KPIs, and IC-related activities. This result suggests that executives may more
efficiently and effectively allocate organizations’ limited resources to the critical IC-related
aspects identified.

As mentioned above, from a conceptual perspective, the proposed method can address
several basic weaknesses of existing ICM approaches. Nevertheless, the application of
this complex integrated method requires more processes, resources, and participations
than traditional ICM methods. Therefore, to perceive the quality of the proposed method
from a practical perspective, feedback from executives representing two cases of THHC
for which the proposed method was successfully implemented was analyzed to reveal
three major issues. First, the application of ANP requires executives or decision makers
who understand and are able to perform complex calculations following the ANP method.
An organization without an experienced decision maker may not successfully apply the
ANP and also the whole proposed method. This issue conforms to findings in past studies
that integrated this MCDM method into other domains [47]. However, currently, several
software programs can be used to solve this problem.

Second, the adoption of both ANP and QFD requires more time and the executives’
participation since several calculations and decision processes from these two concepts
are integrated into the ICM method. Feedback from the focus company’s MD indicated
that two cases implemented in this study slightly increased participation times as well
as executive resources in the strategic planning task owing to the small size of the busi-
ness units. However, the executive acknowledged that companies or business units in
other situations are larger, which would consume more resources and participants’ time,
because, to comprehensively consider all various strategic functions of organizations, the
applications of both QFD-I and QFD-II require diverse executives’ opinions. Therefore, to
indicate comprehensive sets of KSFs as well as KPIs, and both inter- and intra-correlations,
participants from various departments or units should participate in the meeting. However,
high participant numbers can lead to extensive debates and be more time-consuming, and
this may encroach on executives’ working times and possibly affect the quality of their
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work. Therefore, to balance participation times and the quality of executives’ opinions,
focus groups’ sizes must be carefully considered. These cautions with respect to diverse
opinions and the appropriately sized focus group also conform to the recommendations
identified in an earlier well-known ICM study [6].

Third, regarding the proposed method, more analysis and calculations are necessary
than for existing ICM methods. Therefore, these may increase the possibility of incorrect
calculations, erroneous analysis, and data input mistakes, which may lead to poor output
quality. From the focused cases in this study, several processes performed by the MD
were cross-checked by the researcher, and some mistakes were identified. The errors were
mainly caused by the unfamiliarity of several newly applied processes. For example, the
case studies indicate that although computer software could prevent incorrect calculations,
the process for checking decision consistency of decisions was still overlooked by the MD.
Therefore, to avoid errors that may have originated from the users’ lack of familiarity,
work procedure instructions and manuals, checklists for tasks and data collection, and data
analysis forms should be provided to inexperienced participants.

6. Conclusions

In the past, the availability of ICM methods capable of providing a systematic frame-
work for managing and measuring organizations’ strategic IC has been limited. However,
these methods still have weaknesses that could not properly manage some fundamental
characteristics of IC. Therefore, this study proposes a novel hybrid approach that integrates
two different approaches—those of MCDM and the quality improvement method—with
the traditional ICM method. This proposed approach aims to address past deficiencies by
including decision science methods along with unscientific managerial practice. From this
improved concept, this study combines and integrates three different methods—ANP, QFD,
and the process model of IC. Thence, this integrated approach was applied to the real case
study of two business units of a small enterprise in Thailand. In the case of the food factory,
nine KSFs of IC were identified by the company’s executive and then prioritized using the
ANP method. The first two priorities of KSFs obtained from this process were categorized
as organizational capital. The focus on this IC dimension is similar to that of earlier work in
other domains. After this process, the QFD technique was applied to identify correlations
and to calculate the weights of both KPIs and APs. The outputs from two houses following
the QFD concept similarly highlight the focus on IC aspects relating to organizational
capital, as identified at the KSF level and in other studies. The implementation of the
proposed method, despite its newly integrated approach, remains hindered by several
limitations. Based on the implementation of this proposed method at two of the focus
company’s business units, three major suggestions emerged as follows:

First, although the proposed method may solve several of the critical flaws observed
in existing approaches, its advantages are still compensated for by the different theoretical
weaknesses, which is the complexity of the method. This weak point leads to greater
resource and time consumption. Nevertheless, the adoption of software applications may
support firms in addressing this issue in some operations. For example, the QFD software
template (based on Microsoft Excel) and Super Decision could facilitate executives and
help them to semi-automatically conduct QFD and ANP, respectively. However, other
additional processes, such as the pairwise comparison process of ANP and the correlation
identification of QFD, which increase the time and resource consumption of firms, are
still unavoidable.

Second, to maximize the proposed method’s benefits, executives and decision makers
should possess the necessary knowledge and skills to implement all methods—ANP, QFD,
and the process model of IC—which are integrated together with the proposed ICM
approach. Practitioners’ high competence may help prevent frequent errors, which are
mainly associated with unfamiliarity.

Third, the improved approach proposed herein was mainly developed from a theoretical
perspective. Therefore, to investigate its quality, the method was applied to two case studies
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in one specific company. This limits our ability to accurately perceive the method’s strengths
and weaknesses. Therefore, in the future, to more fully recognize the method’s advantages
and disadvantages, particularly from a practical perspective, the method should be further
implemented in various industries and companies of diverse sizes. Moreover, to identify
which ICM methods are most appropriate for a real-world application, a comparative study
of both traditional and improved ICM methods is recommended.

In conclusion, this study proposes a new integrated method for ICM that improves
on several deficiencies of existing methods. To assess the quality of the proposed method,
practical applications were implemented with real cases. Although the method resolves
several of the basic weaknesses of existing methods, it nonetheless contains other weak-
nesses. Therefore, to optimize firms’ advantages, executives should prudently consider
which specific ICM method is most suitable for their situations.
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